Sometime between his birth in 1902 in Mammoth Springs, Arkansas, and his being awarded the FFF Buszek Award for fly tying excellence in 1975, Ernest Herbert Rosborough picked up the name Polly. That’s what all his friends called him, and most of the people who have read his famous book, *Tying and Fishing the Fuzzy Nymphs*, first published in 1965 and updated with a third edition in 1978.

Polly learned to fish when he was four, from his dad and uncle. They used worms and catch was "punkinseed," perch and catfish, in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Alberta, California and Oregon.

He did his first fly fishing in 1922 on Butte Creek in Siskiyou County in California. Six years later he started tying because he wanted more durable flies that more nearly represented the insects he saw. He had no teacher, and it was another five years before Polly saw anyone but himself tie a fly.

Polly won the Buszek award largely because of his innovative patterns. He used materials that were, in his day, new to the field. He wasn’t afraid to try anything. His guiding light was that the new pattern had to be effective. And that meant it had to catch fish. Most of Polly’s patterns passed the crucial test. Those that didn’t were discarded.

Among the popular survivors are no less than 25 Fuzzy Nymphs, 12 dry fly patterns, four streamer patterns, seven wet and buck tail patterns and two steelhead patterns. Polly was always ready and willing to pass his knowledge to others. He had a somewhat irascible personality and a fondness for staying up late and enjoying himself. He attended shows all over the country and was quite popular.
“[His] fly patterns are one of a kind and unique, just like Polly Rosborough . . .” “Polly has a zest for life and for fly tying and it shows in his work and love for the sport of fly tying..” “. . . we could use a few more Polly Rosboroughs.” - Dick Surette, Editor Fly Tyer Magazine.

In 1985 Polly Rosborough was awarded the Washington Fly Fishing Club's Letchner Lamburth Angling Craftsman Award. The Award recognizes a lifetime devoted to the art of fly tying.

When Polly was active with the Federation he held card #29 and worked with the Klamath County Fly Casters and the North Umpqua Steamboosters.

Polly died December 18, 1997.

by Skip Hosfield; edited by David Nelson

After moving to Oregon in 1958 I was eager to make connections with other fly fishermen, especially fly tiers. John Kolzer was locally known on the McKenzie for his high floating "Kolzer Caddis" and I looked him up at my first opportunity and spent a pleasant afternoon with him in 1959 at his fly tying bench overlooking the upper McKenzie River. I had read about both Kolzer and Polly Rosborough in a book by Eugene Burns, Advanced Flyfishing, but it was another year before I was able to get down to Chiloquin to meet Polly. At that time he was living in an old rented house about a long cast from the Williamson River just below town.

At that time I had been tying flies off and on for about twelve years, but in the Eastern or Catskill style. Polly's flies were an astonishing revelation to me. His flies were big, fuzzy, impressionistic and tied on very stout Allcocks sproat hooks. When he told me the size of the trout coming out of the Williamson River I understood why. Unlike many tiers of his day, Polly was never secretive about his methods. I could sit for hours watching him tie and listening to his non-stop exposition on fly tying, fishing, entomology, trapping, prospecting for minerals, and women. I learned a lot from him about how to tie really effective and durable flies for fishing. He greatly expanded my knowledge of materials and how to acquire them at a time when there were few fly shops and no flyfishing magazines. He introduced me to Allcocks hooks which he imported and I learned to prefer them to the generally available Mustads. He started me dyeing my own materials to match the colors he developed for his patterns.

At our first meeting I told Polly I had never before seen flies like his and suggested that he write a book. He said he had thought about it but between fly tying, trapping and rock-hounding he just never seemed to have the time. But I made it a point to remind him regularly that he wasn't getting any younger and if he wanted to leave a legacy for posterity he better get to work on his book. He finally did get around to it and his first edition of *Tying and Fishing the Fuzzy Nymphs* came out in 1965 as a self-published little softcover manual of 88 pages with the color illustrations of the flies on the cover. Four years later he gave Orvis the rights to publish an expanded and updated edition in hardcover. He was never happy with the publication. The only illustrations of the patterns was on the dust jacket and they are nowhere identified. When he revised and expanded it again in 1978 he had Stackpole publish it and they did a nice job. It was hardbound, 6x8 inches, 192 pages and it goes well beyond the scope of his earlier editions. The black and white illustrations are full page and the color fly plates are inside the front and back covers.

Polly would not sell you or give you a fly. He always told anyone coming to him for flies to go over to the hardware in Chiloquin where they stocked his flies. If you wanted a special order of a substantial number of flies he would take the order but you would be in line behind his regular commercial accounts. So nearly all the flies in my collection were purchased at the hardware store in Chiloquin during the 1960's. I never fished with Polly's flies. I bought them to study. I used to go down to fish the Williamson at every opportunity and I spent more time with Polly than I spent on the river. After he became widely known through the FFF and his books, he could not keep up with his orders. He first went into a partnership with Klamath Falls tier Dick Winter. When that arrangement didn't work out he tried to train various local women to tie his patterns. The late Jerry James, an excellent tier who lived in Medford, tied flies for Polly and even learned to tie left handed to better match his patterns. In his later years Polly stopped tying wholesale orders and just tied custom orders, mostly sets of his nymphs and wet flies for collectors.
Polly Rosborough was a good friend for nearly forty years during a time when fly tying was experiencing exponential growth. He was an influential force in its growth and enjoyed widespread respect among fly fishers and fly tiers who knew him. He had only about nine years of formal education, but he had an inquisitive mind and was a wide reader. For anyone wanting to know more about this interesting character try and find a copy of his memoirs, *Reminiscences From Fifty Years of Flyrodding*.
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